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It is found that flow shear has a stabilizing effect on m /n=3 /2 neoclassical tearing mode islands
through a more negative classical tearing stability index �� in the DIII-D �J. L. Luxon, Nucl. Fusion
42, 614 �2002�� tokamak. The heating neutral beams are mixed between co- and counter-directions
to vary the torque on the plasma and thus the plasma flow �rotation� and flow shear. This is done
“shot to shot” in the presence of a saturated m /n=3 /2 neoclassical tearing mode �NTM� while
slowly raising the plasma beta up to the limit of the onset of an m /n=2 /1 mode. A heuristic model
for the stabilizing effect of flow shear on �� is shown to explain how flow shear acts to reduce NTM
island size and obviate the effect of higher beta and concomitant destabilizing helically perturbed
bootstrap current. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3077673�

I. INTRODUCTION

Rotating tearing mode islands reduce energy
confinement1 and slow plasma rotation.2 The reduction in
energy confinement time is proportional to the full island
width w, if the high confinement H-mode is retained. The
expected drag on the plasma rotation is proportional to w3

−w4 depending on whether the drag is only on the plasma
within the island �w3� or global �w4�.2 A too large island can
cause mode locking to the wall, plasma rotation to stop, loss
of H-mode, and disruption.2,3 Neoclassical tearing modes
�NTMs� are classically stable and sustained by a helically
perturbed bootstrap current.4 A NTM is initially destabilized
when the “seed” from another magnetohydrodynamic
�MHD� event exceeds the small island stabilizing effects.
These effects become negligible at large island sizes. A satu-
rated NTM island with dw /dt�0 is expected to increase
linearly in width with plasma beta proportional to the boot-
strap current; this is provided that profiles remain nearly con-
stant and the classical tearing stability index �� �Refs. 5–9�
for the total current profile also remains unchanged.

A stable total current profile ����0� can be made more
or less stable in the presence of flow and flow shear at the
rational surface q=m /n, where m is the poloidal mode num-
ber and n is the toroidal mode number. Theoretical work has,
so far, concentrated on the effect of equilibrium flow on the
classical tearing stability. Several studies have predicted a
stabilizing effect of sheared flow10,11 and a strong effect on
the island width;12 although others have predicted only a
modest13 or even a destabilizing effect.14 The latter, however,
may be explained by a different choice of the relative signs
of flow and magnetic shears. In another theoretical study,
applying to DIII-D experimental observations, it was shown
that a deformation of the magnetic island is caused by the

viscous drag of a sheared flow.15 The deformation was in-
ferred experimentally from the radial profile of the electron
cyclotron emission �ECE� at the m /n=3 /2 island rotation
frequency. The perturbed Te phase, rather than the expected
180° jump in crossing the O-point, had a sheared phase jump
attributed to the flow shear observed.

A recent experimental study on DIII-D showed that the
onset beta for destabilizing m /n=2 /1 NTMs decreased sig-
nificantly as “co-injected” torque and rotation were
reduced.16 For the finite positive growth rate of an initially
zero amplitude mode, flow and flow shear enter into the
physics of ��, and into both the threshold stabilizing effects
and the seeding �coupling� from other MHD modes such as
sawteeth and edge localized modes �ELMs�.4,16 The best cor-
relation of the plasma beta at the onset of a m /n=2 /1 NTM
with the applied torque as found in Ref. 16 was with flow
shear at q=2 as suggested by theoretical work on �� in Refs.
10–15. However, it was not possible to determine �� as a
function of flow shear explicitly due to the complications of
threshold and seeding effects on the onset.

In this paper, the effect of flow shear on existing “satu-
rated” m /n=3 /2 islands is presented. Here we evaluate
modes �islands� with finite amplitude, and zero growth rate
in contrast to the initially zero or small amplitude, finite posi-
tive growth rate for the m /n=2 /1 mode studied previously.
In Sec. II, the heuristic model for the normalized flow shear
�NFS� is discussed in more detail than in Ref. 16. Section III
has the experimental method used �as in Ref. 16 and using
the same discharges� and the database of variation of flow
and flow shear. Section IV has the main result of how the
classical tearing index �� as a linear function of normalized
flow shear �NFS� balances the helically perturbed bootstrap
current allowing this assumed linear function to be deter-
mined. Conclusions and a discussion of new modeling and
analytic theory in progress elsewhere are given in Sec. V.
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II. HEURISTIC MODEL FOR EFFECT OF FLOW
SHEAR ON ��

The central idea which can be taken from previous the-
oretical studies is that flow shear can have a stabilizing effect
on NTM islands through a more negative classical stability
index ��. In the absence of flow shear, magnetic shear varies
the field line pitch so that particles travel around the island
center, the O-point. With q=d� /d� and minor radius r, q
=m /n+ �dq /dr��r and ��= �m /n+ �dq /dr��r���, a field line
stagnates on the O-point for �r=0 and rotates around it for
�r�0. This twists the field about the island, increases field
line bending energy and makes tearing harder if the radial
magnetic shear length Lq=q / �dq /dr� is positive and the total
current density radial shear length is negative.7 We conjec-
ture that flow shear can have a similar effect. The key ele-
ment to consider is that flow shear can couple to the island
through viscosity, locally perturbing both the particle trajec-
tories and the field structure associated with the island.15

This will change the degree of field line bending and energy
required to drive the mode. Thus flow shear could have the
same stabilizing effect as positive magnetic shear. The exact
way in which these two types of shear will combine is diffi-
cult to predict without a more precisely calculated theory.
However, the rotation shear will also act to distort the overall
island shape �see figures discussed in next paragraph�, and
this effect might be more symmetric in terms of its effect on
island magnetic structure �and so sign independent�. The ex-
act balance between these effects will depend on how the
particle trajectory effect couples into island magnetic struc-
ture and drives, which needs more detailed calculation—we
leave this to later more theoretical work, concentrating here
on the implications in terms of how to measure and normal-
ize quantities in the experimental effort. Thus the ratio of the
flow shear with respect to the magnetic shear governs how
significant the flow shear effect is. In addition, there is the
issue of the relative sign. These factors can determine
whether an initial island will decay or grow, ignoring neo-
classical tearing effects �discussed later�. The detailed direc-
tions for the usual co-neutral beam injection �co-NBI� in
DIII-D are shown in Fig. 1. This has flow shear adding to
magnetic shear �in the direction of the magnetic field� al-
though the gradients are of opposite sign. Here only toroidal
flow Voz�r� is assumed with the z the toroidal direction. Flow
shear is the radial derivative of �oz=Voz /R with R the major
radius. Figure 2 shows what magnetic contours of an island
with and without flow shear should look like and is adapted
from Ref. 15. For the geometry of Fig. 1, the small arrows in
Fig. 2�a� show how field lines go around the O-point �in the
direction of the magnetic field� for positive magnetic shear.
For Fig. 2�b�, the large arrows show how negative co-flow
shear �in the frame of zero flow at the O-point�, i.e., in the
rotating island rest frame add to the effect of the magnetic
shear on particle trajectories in the direction of the magnetic
field, and distort overall island shape. For normalization, we
assume that, except in the very narrow tearing layer, resistive
MHD is just ideal MHD field line bending propagating at the
Alfvén velocity VA=Boz /��onemi using the toroidal field for
VA and the local electron density ne. Thus a characteristic

time for normalizing flow shear is �A=Ro /VA, where Ro is
the major radius of the flux surface axis. A characteristic
magnetic shear length for normalizing flow shear is taken as
the magnetic shear length Ls, which is approximately the
projection of the radial magnetic shear length Lq in the tor-
oidal direction; Ls=qLq / �r /R� for Lq�q / �dq /dr�. Ls also
arises in the parallel connection length along an island of full
width w, 	� =Ls / �k�w /2� for k��m /r.4,17 Thus a working
measure of significant flow shear is taken as the value of the
product of the radial shear in toroidal flow times the projec-
tion of the radial magnetic shear length into the toroidal di-
rection times the Alfvén time.

In this paper the positive NFS −�d�oz /dr�Ls�A is experi-
mentally shown to be a stabilizing quantity for co-NBI with
positive magnetic shear. There is at present, no tractable ana-
lytic expression for ���NFS� although such is under
construction.18 The simplest heuristic form for the effect of
flow shear is here taken as, normalized by minor radius rs,

��rs = C1 + C2	−
d�oz

dR
Ls�A
 , �1�

with �oz the toroidal angular rotation frequency, the gradient
taken at the outboard midplane major radius R �which most
diagnostics cover as will be discussed� and C1 and C2 con-
stants to be fitted to experiment. Again Ls�qLq / �r /R� and
�A�Ro

��onemi /Boz. The form of Eq. �1� would give a sign
reversal if the flow shear were to be reversed with respect to
the magnetic shear. Such an effect seemed to be present in
the m /n=2 /1 onset scaling in Ref. 16, i.e., the critical beta

Voz (r), IP, ωoz = Voz/R
CO

OUTBOARD
Bθ(r)
DOWN

r, R

z,BZ

Voz decreases

q increases →
→

mode
rational
surface

FIG. 1. Coordinates and directions for the magnetic field and flow in the
usual co-NBI in DIII-D. Looking down on outboard midplane so z is in
toroidal direction parallel to toroidal field Boz but opposite to plasma current
Ip and toroidal flow Voz with �oz=Voz /R; q increases with minor radius r,
Voz decreases with r, poloidal field Bo� is down in the � direction.
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scales as −��rs, which corresponds to Eq. �1� with a sign
reversal if everything else were equal. Additional experi-
ments in reversed Ip going further in the counter-rotation
direction continue the trend to lower beta.19 However the
theoretical work does not suggest a sign dependence. In this
case the bracket in Eq. �1� should use the absolute value.
Adding the effects of magnetic shear and flow shear in
quadrature would more properly use the square of the
bracket. Note that the effect of flow shear in the theoretical
work of Coelho and Lazzaro11 did not depend on sign and
appears to be closer to the form of Eq. �1� with the brackets
squared. This will also be considered in the analysis of the
experimental data.

The usual guess at ��rs in previous experimental work
for plasmas with strong co-flow is −m �being between very
stable �
2m� and marginally stable �0� calculated with no
shear flow�.3,7,20 With C2�0, removing the usual flow shear
would make ��rs less negative �since d�oz /dR�0�, i.e., less

classically stable. In principle, the value of C2 might be re-
lated to the degree of viscosity of the plasma. One can an-
ticipate that however complex the manner in which NFS
enters into ��, an expansion in small NFS would be to lead-
ing order of the form of Eq. �1�. A nonlinear effect in ��
�NFS� might occur as NFS approaches O�1� but is not ob-
served in the experimental fit as will be shown in Sec. IV.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DATABASE

This work involving the saturated m /n=3 /2 island uses
the same experimental method and discharges as utilized in
Ref. 16 for the onset of an m /n=2 /1 NTM but the analysis is
done for the saturated 3/2 NTM just before the growth of the
2/1 mode. The plasma current Ip=1.0 MA is ramped up to
flattop with toroidal field BTo=−1.6 T, minor radius a
=0.59 m, major radius Ro=1.73 m, safety factor at the 95%
flux surface q95=4.4, lower single null divertor shape with
elongation �=1.8, and lower triangularity �L=0.70. Periodic
near axis m /n=1 /1 sawteeth begin early in the discharge.
NBI is applied to induce a prompt L to H transition, a short
ELM free period, and then frequent ELMs �medium n
peeling/ballooning ELMs�. Plasma beta �ratio of volume av-
eraged plasma pressure to magnetic field pressure� is then
slowly raised under plasma control system feedback of the
NBI. Early in this ramp an m /n=3 /2 NTM is excited and
after an initial fast growth, increases slowly in amplitude as
beta rises. This last phase is shown in Fig. 3. From shot to
shot, the NBI torque is varied from all co- �to Ip direction�
beams, to a mix of co and counter through balanced injec-
tions, to the maximum available counter-injected beams.

The m /n=3 /2 database here is a subset of the data in
Ref. 16 in that only discharges with optimal n=1 error field
correction are retained, and all have an m /n=3 /2 mode
slowly evolving during the slow beta ramp up to the onset of
an m /n=2 /1 NTM. Figure 4 shows that the m /n=3 /2
Mirnov frequency scales well with twice �for n=2� the
plasma toroidal rotation at q=3 /2 from the charge exchange

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. �a� Magnetic flux contours of a magnetic island without flow shear.
Arrows indicate direction traced by a puncture plot with positive magnetic
shear and situation of Fig. 1. �b� An island deformed by flow shear. Arrows
are for inboard co-flow greater than outboard co-flow in frame with zero
flow at the rational surface. Sketch courtesy of P. A. Politzer.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� An example of a beta ramp under NBI feedback
control, in a sawtoothing, ELMy H-mode with an m /n=3 /2 NTM. �a� glo-
bal �� noting the period between 3/2 onset and 2/1 onset is two to three
energy confinement times. �b� Integrated Mirnov toroidal array amplitude
for n=1 and n=2 modes. The shaded region is for the 3/2 NTM of interest
here.
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recombination �CER� measure of CVI �carbon impurity�
plasma rotation. A MHD equilibrium reconstruction is done
for each discharge with the code EFIT constrained by the
motional Stark effect �MSE� diagnostic of internal magnetic
field pitch, shown in Fig. 5. Also shown are the locations of
CER and of Thomson scattering. EFIT finds the q=3 /2 sur-
face location used for the CER measurement of rotation
�Fig. 4�.

Figure 6 gives the flow shear d�oz /dR at the q=3 /2
outboard midplane major radius �see Fig. 5� versus flow �oz

at q=3 /2 measured by CER. The linear fit yields a consistent
radial gradient scale length of 0.24 m. While flow can be
transformed away, flow shear cannot. Also note that co-NBI
has positive flow, decreasing with minor radius �negative
flow shear�; counter-NBI dominated has negative flow also
decreasing in magnitude with minor radius but this is posi-
tive flow shear. The magnetic �Lq� and flow shear �L��
lengths are contrasted in Fig. 7. The extreme values of L�

���oz� / �d�oz /dR� in Fig. 7 come from nearly balanced ro-
tation cases as can be inferred from Fig. 6. In fitting ��, only
the flow shear is used, not the scale length, as will be pre-
sented in Sec. IV.

Saturated NTM islands are sustained by a helically per-
turbed bootstrap current against a classically tearing stable
total current density profile as described in Ref. 4 and many
references therein. The simple form for the modified Ruther-
ford equation �MRE� describing the growth of islands ex-
ceeding the small island threshold is
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FIG. 4. �Color online� The m /n=3 /2 Mirnov frequency versus twice the
CER measured angular rotation �oz �divided by 2� at q=3 /2 for saturated
3/2 NTMs with rotation varied shot to shot by changing the co-counter NBI
mix. Dashed line through zero for comparison.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� EFIT reconstruction of discharge of Fig. 2 at 3/2
analysis time. q=1.0,1.5,2.0, etc., surfaces noted, as well as locations of
MSE, CER, and Thomson diagnostics. Note both the MSE and CER data
overlap and span the radial profile from the magnetic axis to the plasma
edge.
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�R

rs

dw

dt
= ��rs + �1/2 Lq

Lpe

rs��e

w
, �2�

where �R is the resistive time equal to
1.22 �o��rs

2Te�eV�3/2 /Zeff with �=�o / f��� the Spitzer con-
ductivity factor with finite aspect ratio trapping correction of
f���, � is the elongation of the q=m /n surface, Te is the
electron temperature at q=m /n, and Zeff is the effective ion
charge. We will be concerned with �Rẇ /rs�0 in this paper.
In addition, �=rs /Ro, Lq=q / �dq /dR�, Lpe=−pe / �dpe /dR�
noting the minus sign, and ��e=2�ope /B�

2 is the local elec-
tron beta poloidal for electron pressure pe. The form taken in
Eq. �2� assumes the bootstrap current is dominated by and
proportional to the electron pressure gradient. Thomson scat-
tering �see Fig. 5� is used to measure pe. EFIT locates the
major radii of the q=3 /2 surface at the midplane, Rin and
Rout, with minor and major radii defined as rs��Rout

−Rin� /2 and Ro��Rout+Rin� /2; B��Rout� is used in calculat-
ing ��e, and the electron pressure profile from Thomson scat-
tering is mapped to Rout for Lpe. The scale lengths in Eq. �2�
are evaluated at the q=3 /2 outboard midplane as is the NFS.
The full outboard island width w comes from Mirnov loop
analysis using EFIT as described in Ref. 19 and is corrected
by a factor of 2/3 based on an ECE check of large islands at
full toroidal field as also discussed in Ref. 20. The radial

magnetic field perturbation at q=3 /2 is �B̃r�
�0.5�B̃��w�rw /rs�m+1, where a subscript w denotes the loca-
tion of the Mirnov array �“wall”� and rw=Rw−Ro; full island

width w�C�8LqRo�B̃r� /BT0�1/2, where C=2 /3 is the ECE
correction found for shaping, i.e., toroidicity. Thus ��rs in
Eq. �2� is a dimensionless classical tearing stability index
and Lq /Lpe and rs /w are dimensionless as are � and ��e.

One should note about this database that all discharges
are sawteething so safety factor on axis is q�0��1 and all are
well below the no wall ideal n=1 kink beta limit so that this
is not an issue in ��.9 The same shape and q95, the same
q�0��1, the same normalized minor radius q=3 /2 location
of �32=0.53�0.01 and midplane minor radius rs

=0.35�0.03 m and major radius R0=1.73�0.01, and inter-
nal inductance �i=1.00�0.03 make for similar current den-
sity and q profiles and thus presumably ��rs in the absence
of flow shear effects.

IV. CLASSICAL TEARING INDEX ��
AND EXPERIMENTAL FLOW SHEAR

For saturated islands, the Eq. �2� is set to zero allowing
the assumed negative ��rs to be inferred from the measured
quantities that make up the second term on the right hand
side. This destabilizing helically perturbed bootstrap term is
plotted in Fig. 8 against NFS at q=3 /2 for each discharge.
Note that both the y- and x-axis quantities in Fig. 8 are pro-
portional to Lq. Thus y is essentially proportional to, in part,
a pressure gradient, and x is proportional to, in part, a flow
gradient. Evaluating gradients adds uncertainty of course, but
is necessary, for this physics. The linear fit has a correlation
coefficient of 0.80. All uncertainties given in this paper are to
��, where � is the standard deviation. For zero flow shear,
��rs=C1=−1.9�0.4 is the zero flow shear classical tearing

stability index. The linear term for the effect of NFS has a
statistically significant multiplier of C2=−2.1�1.4. Thus an
increase in tearing stability, i.e., twice as negative ��rs,
occurs in going from zero flow shear to a value of NFS
=−�d�oz /dR�Ls�A of C1 /C2�0.9. Within the data, up to
NFS of �0.8, there is no significant deviation from linearity.
The all co-NBI case is fitted to have ��rs�−3.6, which is
close to the approximation of −m=−3 used successfully to
model mode evolutions with the MRE in previous experi-
mental work with strong co-rotation; C1=−1.9 and
C2�−d�oz /dR�Ls�A=−1.7 is the added classical tearing sta-
bility due to the flow shear. An alternate linear fit to �NFS�,
not shown, is a close overlay to the linear fit to NFS of
Fig. 8 and actually has a very slightly higher correlation
coefficient of 0.82. A fit to a second order polynomial in
NFS, also not shown, has almost zero coefficient in the NFS2

term.
As Ref. 11 suggests a quadratic dependence �square of

the NFS� without a linear term, the data of Fig. 8 is also
fitted this way and shown in Fig. 9. The scales are kept the
same for comparison. A factor of 2 increase in tearing stabil-
ity occurs for a NFS of about 0.8 in this fit. The fit is not
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FIG. 8. �Color online� The value of −��rs inferred from the helically per-
turbed bootstrap term in the MRE plotted against NFS. Correlation of linear
fit is 0.80 with �=0.48 noted.
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with �=0.54 of the fit noted.
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quite as good as that of Fig. 8 with a smaller correlation
�0.74 versus 0.80� and a larger sigma �0.54 versus 0.48�;
however it is evident that this cannot be ruled out with the
existing data. Thus within this data, we cannot resolve a
“sign effect” on reversing from co- to counter-rotation.

Note that in doing this experiment, more co-flow both
increases the energy confinement time �E and improves
m /n=2 /1 tearing stability allowing going to higher beta be-
fore the 2/1 onset. This thus allows the increase of the
plasma pressure and thus pressure gradient at q=3 /2. A
larger 3/2 island should result from the increased pressure
gradient effect only. Balanced or small counter-rotation low-
ers �E, and the decreased 2/1 tearing stability and thus the
lower beta reached should result in smaller islands, absent
the flow shear effect. However, flow shear acts to reduce
NTM island size and obviate the effect of higher beta. Figure
10 turns the linear NFS fit of Fig. 8 “around” to plot experi-
mental island width versus the prediction of the ��rs model
fit,

wmodel = ��e��1/2rsLq/Lpe�/�1.9 + 2.1�− d�oz/dR�Ls�A� .

�3�

The co-dominated cases have a mean global �� of 1.3�0.2;
the counter- �or near-balanced� cases have 0.9�0.1. Thus
larger islands are expected for co-NBI if no flow shear effect;
the opposite is observed due to negative flow shear and a
more negative ��.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The stabilizing term ��rs is inferred from its balancing
the destabilizing helically perturbed bootstrap current term of
the MRE, analyzed at a time when dw /dt�0. By fitting the
bootstrap current term �with all quantities from experimental
measurements� to an assumed linear function of measured
NFS, it is found that: �1� without flow shear, ��rs is about
−1.9�0.4 in these plasmas with the same q95, q�0��1, �i

and � for m /n=3 /2, �2� the effect of NFS is to make ��rs

twice as negative, i.e., stable, for NFS of about 0.9, i.e.,

−d�oz /dRLs�A�0.9, and �3� the flow shear acts to reduce
NTM island size and obviate the effect of higher beta. The
choice of flow shear normalization by magnetic shear length
Ls=qLq / �rs /R� and Alfvén time �A=Ro

��onemi /Boz, sug-
gested by theory, seems to work well in yielding the signifi-
cant level of flow shear up to and including the highest value
��0.8� achievable experimentally with all co-NBI. An alter-
nate fit to the absolute value of the NFS is just as good and
yields essentially the same quantitative result. While a linear
dependence of �� on flow shear is a somewhat better fit to
the data, a dependence on the square of the flow shear cannot
be ruled out.

These results are motivating further theoretical modeling
and analytic theory. This includes new work with the NEAR
code,12 new analytic theory in the “large m”
approximation,18 and new study of flow shear effects on is-
lands with the NIMROD code.21

That flow shear has a stabilizing effect on NTM islands
through a more negative classical stability index �� suggests
that a large new tokamak such as ITER with larger inertia,
little torque input, and expected low rotation may have rela-
tively larger NTM islands than existing devices at similar
beta and a lower beta threshold for onset. This makes elec-
tron cyclotron current drive stabilization of such islands even
more critical than already anticipated.
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